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The problem with most brand development and branding in law firms today is not creativity
but integration. Too often brands are viewed as mere identity design and not a firm’s most
strategic aspects. An effective brand not only must identify the “essence” of the firm – with both a
look and a statement or positioning line describing what the firm stands for – but it must be
integrated into the whole of that firm’s marketing mix.
From websites to client presentations, the brand effort must permeate it all. If the brand
only represents the firm’s look but is not carried through in the messages the primary sales force
(i.e. the lawyers) bring to meetings with clients and prospects, then the effort is little more than
throwing good money out the window.
At our presentation on Total Brand Integration at the LMA’s recent annual meeting in
Orlando, we spoke with Jeffrey Morgan, Vice President at American Lawyer Media, about how to
integrate a brand effort. We suggested two inter-related steps toward creating a full-brand
integrated program: 1) Plan with an eye to phasing-in a totally integrated program; 2) Understand
how to best manage the program by understanding the politics and the processes at the firm.
How Do I Phase-In a Brand Program?
In our experience, we typically see three levels in phasing-in a program.
The goal is to achieve “total integration” in a brand program so that it operates on the highest
possible strategic level and it rises to the level of Strategic Brand Management. Of course, every
brand program will be unique – but with a concept of structure, every marketing professional at
least has a roadmap for assistance.
In this context, it should be clear that every brand program must begin with a brand
development process. This is the means to developing the “essence” of the firm. There are many
ways to do this. From interviewing relevant partners to holding a brand session to employing client
or market research, whole volumes can be written on how to develop the firm’s brand. Our
experience is that a half-day brand session that includes between 12 and 15 people is the most
effective, fastest way to develop a brand. (Because this article focuses on integration strategies
not brand development, we welcome your calls or emails about brand development – see article
contact information.)
As a marketing professional, the following checklist can assist you in setting expectations for a
brand effort as well as understanding the most common phase-in scenarios:

Basic Brand Program
These elements are the essential components for a basic brand program. We strongly
recommend that an initial program incorporate these elements. When they are overlooked, the
integrity of the brand program is likely to suffer.
 Buy-in from attorneys/staff – Rationale for the program
 Brand Development process – to identify the positioning line and related brand aspects
 Concept testing/Focus Groups of the recommended concept(s)
 Training in the brand for attorneys – to gain a full understanding of its meaning and
implications
 Application of the brand to firm collateral materials
Intermediate Brand Program
Once the basic elements are in place, it is then appropriate to strategically add additional
characteristics into the program.
 Custom brand elements – such as an internal and/or external brand launch, teaser
campaigns, client introductions, etc.
 Staff training – at this time, it is critical to involve staff (if not previously done) to help them
gain a rich understanding of the brand as well as their role in communicating it in their day-today work.
 Seminars/Webinars
 Advertising
 Firm Website
 Firm publications such as newsletters, e-alerts, etc.
 Speaking Engagements
 Community Outreach
 Firm Retreat – to begin to fully integrate the brand, it is helpful to focus all or a portion of a
firm retreat on what the brand means in practice and how attorneys can incorporate it into their
practice.
Total Integration – Strategic Brand Management
At this level, the brand efforts begin to move into the Strategic Brand Management category.
Prior efforts and programs need to be constantly monitored but these additional elements can
be added selectively to fully integrate the brand.
 Social Media
 Database Marketing – to track and measure brand efforts
 Practice Group Marketing
 Cross Marketing
 Sponsorships
 Point-of-Purchase (firm lobbies, conference areas, etc)
 Client Feedback/Service programs
 Responses to Requests for Proposals
 Staffing – particularly the addition/appointment of a brand manager(s)
 Refreshing the Brand – after a certain period of time, the foundation of the brand may need
to be “refreshed” to identify whether that foundation has changed, modified or developed

How Do I Manage the Process?
Once there is a clear sense of how the program should ultimately “look”, key issues of how to
design and manage the program usually emerge. Many of our clients have found the following “10
Steps to Brand Management” helpful as they plan their strategies for creating process and internal
buy-in:
Planning to Brand
1. Plan and Budget – the first and most critical component is in planning and budgeting for a
brand program. Not only must the firm be “ready” to brand but it must develop a realistic
budget for its program that is both near-term and forward-looking.
2. Buy-In – the program is lost if attorney buy-in is not anticipated, contemplated and
fostered. For most firms, this is both an art and a science to accomplish well and fully.
3. Strategic Business Plan is in Place – this document provides clear direction for a brand
program as well as being a marker of a firm with interests in planning for the future. If this
document has not been developed, the brand process is often a good time to discuss it.
Brand in Place
4. Work with Partners in Small Groups – talk with them about how the brand is relevant in
their work, in their client interactions, in the internal workings of the firm.
5. Convene a Brand Committee or Appoint a Brand Manager – building a brand cannot
be done with a project mentality. It needs the type of focus and attention that a
freestanding committee – in conjunction with a brand manager – can bring to it over time.
6. Baseline Measurement – one of the “givens” about a brand is the need to measure it,
whether in terms of recognition or visibility or some other measure in the marketplace.
There is wisdom in conducting a market study, customized to the firm’s needs, that
assesses the starting point for a brand.
Advancing the Brand
7. Track with Marketing Software – most decisions need to be made based on data. There
are few better ways to collect and analyze information than with marketing software.
8. Assess – maintaining clarity of message, audience focus and implementation strategies
requires regular brand assessment.
9. Brand Management Program – continue to think of creating the overall brand program as
part of a Strategic Brand Management function, complete with staff and specific and
measurable objectives. Let is rise to the level of the chairman’s office in terms of reporting.
10. Plan and Budget – don’t neglect the long-term planning and budgeting aspects of a brand
program. If there aren’t new ideas on the table today, then the program is not developing.
The following is a case study of a real brand integration accomplished during the past 12 months. It
might be a strong “sidebar” for the article if there is space.
Total Brand Integration for Wood & Bender
Background:

Wood & Bender LLP is a boutique law firm with
two offices in Southern California. The firm’s sole

focus is national insurance policy enforcement
(IPE).
Challenges Faced:

In January 2003, Wood & Bender began a
program to gain national recognition as an IPE
boutique. There had been no prior marketing
efforts.

Strategic Objectives:

1) Create a new brand identity and position the
firm as a leading, national expert; 2) Target
general counsels and executives at large
corporations and non-profits; and 3) Create a
strategic marketing plan.

Research:

Telephone interviews, Internet research (i.e. for
competitors), and four focus groups (with existing
and potential lawyer referral sources and
targeted potential clients.) Focus groups
evaluated the brand and marketing approach.

Solutions:

Formal branding process targeted marketing
plan, referral and new business sales program –
all developed and implemented in 2003!
Launch elements included:
 Settle for Everything SM brand franchise;
 New client-focused website (www.woodbender.com) complete with
representative matters demonstrating
track record of recovering more than
policy limits. Sitemap designed by Larry
Bodine. Incorporated tracking and web
optimizing capabilities.
 New firm logo, printed brochure and 5
direct mail pieces.
 Semi-annual self-published magazine,
Enforce (first issue completed in
November ’03).
 New product/service (Policy Analyzer
SM) to analyze corporate insurance
policies.
 Hiring Blattel Communications to
institute a national PR and media
campaign.
 Purchasing/implementing knowledge
management software (ContactEase) to







create mailing databases and track the
results of marketing initiatives.
Writing Strategic Marketing Plan aimed
at General Counsels and Risk
Managers of Fortune 500 corporations
and large non-profits.
Aligning with American Lawyer Media to
create opportunities such as paid
articles in D & O Advisor and sponsoring
the West Coast General Counsel
Conference in November.
Conducting and publishing a national
survey of Insurance Policy Enforcement
(IPE).

Results Achieved/Measurement:
 The creation of a new “category” of law
approved by Martindale Hubble called
Insurance Policy Enforcement.
 Received national exposure by purchasing
editorial rights to write four 2,500-word
articles in the ALM’s new publication
D & O Advisor. The articles focused on
various aspects of IPE Law.
 71 total new prospects generated in 2003;
between July and November 2003, partners
interfaced with 21-targeted new prospects.
 Created opportunities to speak at 3 local
ACCA chapters in 2004; spoke at one ACCA
chapter meeting in 2003.
 Generated 6 bylined articles, two articles
written about the firm including information
on the national IPE survey, 10 anticipated
bylined media placements scheduled for
publication in 2004, and one radio interview.
Tactics:

In 2003, we accomplished the following:
 Brand development and execution
 Creation of logo, all collateral materials,
direct mail pieces, magazine, printing,
electronic and PowerPoint templates, etc.
 All sponsorships (Conference, publishing
opportunities, ACCA speaking platforms,
etc.)
 Design, completion of national IPE Survey
 Focus groups







PR/Media costs
Consulting costs
Web development and optimization
New knowledge management software and
training
Mailing lists (purchased)
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